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Dittrichia graveolens is one of the highest priority weeds on Mt. Tam due to its 
affinity for nutrient-poor compacted soils and gravels – usually this restricts it to 
roadsides and such but that also describes serpentine soil, with rare plant 
implications… It’s also mostly absent from the core of Mt. Tam despite its 
commonness along adjacent urban thoroughfares. Really a perfect early 
detection/rapid response target. I manage something like 2 dozen patches on the 
mountain but had not known of this one. Now it will get annual attention […] 
until it’s eradicated. 

And yes, you may infer by the Calflora link in the comments that iNat doesn’t 
serve me well for the level of mapping resolution that my protocol requires. My 
org uses the professional-grade subscription side of Calflora for mapping, labor 
tracking, population history stacking, and treatment data.

David Greenberger 
Asst. Conservation Management Specialist, One Tam https://bit.ly/2MhNwDj





We have used inat observations on at least a few occasions as a rapid response 
tool to respond to Stinknet infestations in our area. I spotted the new observation 
on iNat and we removed the plants the next day. However, I think in most cases 
our hands are already full with the infestations we know about, so mapping new 
ones is not adding much value.

Colin Barrows 
Conservation Coordinator, Friends of the Desert Mountains 
Low Desert WMA iNat project admin

https://bit.ly/2MhNwDj
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Focus on early 
detection

not mapping



Focus on a few 
species

not ALL THE 
SPECIES



Build your 
community

Don’t wait for it to 
appear



Close the loop



• Use it 
• Tell someone about it 
• Provide your expertise 
• Be both expert AND 

civilized

HOW TO HELPWhat do you think 
this orchid is?

Actually I think it might be Monotropa or 
something similar given what looks like an 

actinomorphic flower. If you’re not sure 
what I’m talking about, here’s a link to a 

comparative diagram of flower types.

I hear you, but check out 
these links to similar looking 
orchids with flowers that look 

a bit like this. Thoughts?



What do you think?

Sign up!
http://www.inaturalist.org

Open Source
https://github.com/inaturalist


